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Welcome back!

Polo Shirts

The sun has been seen in the sky so it must be

The Group have now re-stocked on polo shirts

summer. More importantly, Fram is now bigger

and every child should get a polo shirt when they

than ever with 3 Beavers, 3 Cub and 3 Scout

join the group once the standing order payment is

sections plus the Explorers.

set up.

AGM and activity night - 14th
June
In a change to recent AGMs this years events will

If after a couple of years your child has out grown
their Group polo shirt please speak to your leader
about getting a (free) replacement.
Lost shirts will cost five pounds each to replace.

be held at the Scout hut. We will be offering a
range of self led competitions (18.00-20.00)

Subs

aimed at both young people and parents, with the

Please remember to setup the monthly payment

BBQ starting shortly after 7pm.

to cover your child`s subs. It`s £14 pounds for
your first child and a further £9 for subsequent
children. Your section leader can give you detail
for setting the standing order up.

Group Executive
The

Group

Executive

are

responsible

for

Lost property

ensuring the Group runs smoothly and are

Just a quick reminder that lost property regularly

responsible for many things which go on behind

gets cleared into the yellow Duck and the Duck

the scenes, in particular managing the Groups

gets emptied at the end of each term and the

finances and looking after the groups assets and

contents taken to a convenient charity shop.

building. The Group Executive is elected annually
at the AGM and new volunteers are always
welcome.

Thursday Beaver Programme
The Beaver Section runs from 6 until 7pm unless Beavers/parents are informed otherwise.
Date
20 April
27 April
14 June

Day
Thursday
Thursday
Wednesday

Activity
Easter - NO BEAVERS
Ski-ing (Silksworth)
AGM 18:00 - 20:00

Leader Contact Details - Sarah Williams - thursdaybeavers@framscouts.org.uk

